
7/7/76 
Dear Rod, 

You'll talk tO Donald so one letter ought to do for both. 
When Bill Dick was here he asked that we send 'i onald the charges on the phone oalls he made. Lil is getting used to her new typewriter but I think you can make it out. 
0n this I hope we can get the money end straightened out. Donald promised me MOO for a story you did not go for. Then there is for the lead in UFOs. There reamins what Dick is to have confirmed from the past - where I was to have gotten two checks, each for *300, all I remembered was one check. Lil went over this with you. The two had been combined in one for 000 and there thus remains $400 due on that. 
The enclosed is from a luberal effort to start a news weekly. They out me on their mailing list. 

What I think I'll never understand is what constitutes simplicity for the Enquirer. I thought the CIA-Zapruder story was a very simple one for the subject but it appears not. However, I'm hoping I've come up with what you were looking for and someone went after without using met what Perry actually said. How would a transcript of his actual words do? I'm getting it and it says what I said and say-front entrance. 
If there is interest in a CBS story, as I think there once was, drop in next time you are around. I think I have a live one. 
John was here yesterday. he appears to be exactly as you seid. 

Beat, 

P.S. Although I think I've been their strongest responsible critic I have no trouble defending the FBI and the CIA from the Schweiker report. 
Another Angle on the Church committee and mind-bending; what the Church report suppressed. An entire appendix of document© the report promised would be printed. They are not. I have some, as you kow. If John doge not use this, remember it. 


